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At this year's world's leading trade fair in Cologne, this innovation of
hundreds of thousands of products was elected one of the
highlights of the IDS 2019 and immediately ordered by dentists
worldwide.
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At the request of the dentists who
already work with Walser® matrices in
more than 120 countries, the innovative
dental matrix has been developed from
the practice for the practice.
This Walser® matrix with automatic and
adjustable adaptation can be adapted
e.g. palatinally depending on the extent
of the tooth shape to be built up.
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The application is simple, the time required for the
reconstruction is almost halved:
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1. While tensioning the matrix, at the same time press down the
raised band with your finger so that it is the same height as the
contacting band.
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2. By stretching the matrix above the molar, you control the parallel
displacement of the bands yourself. You can rotate the matrix on
both the palatinal and buccal side, the same applies to the lower
jaw.
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3. When releasing the matrix on the tooth, the band automatically
slides in the interdental direction. You can use an instrument
(such as a plugger) to control yourself how far the band is
pushed into the interdental space.
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Tens of thousands of dentists in more than 120 countries worldwide work with
®
WALSER Matrices and that number increases every day…
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